Greater Automation for Greater Growth

Companies focused on growing market share and expanding into new global markets are rapidly realizing the critical role workflow automation plays in the performance and profitability of their supply chain operations. While automation has been a part of the supply chain for a number of years, implementing it successfully in today’s increasingly complex environments requires a new approach to workflow and workflow intelligence. Regulatory and trade compliance is only one area companies must address as they face the pressure of shortened customer lead times and demand volatility. Implementing agile and scalable workflow automation that extends to global sourcing and distribution channels can produce a significant increase in value for companies seeking ways to elicit greater operational and competitive advantage from their supply chain operations.

Agile Workflows and Cost-Effective Implementation

TAKE Supply Chain’s OneSCM® delivers a flexible and scalable solution for workflow automation. Because OneSCM leverages a proprietary, GUI-based workflow engine, workflows can be implemented to fit your current needs and are cost-effective to modify as your business and requirements mature. The supply chain becomes a strategic enabler of growth, rather than a function that must catch up to the rest of the business. OneSCM makes it easy to automate routine tasks so that you can “manage by exception” with configurable real-time alerts — minimizing errors, allowing your team to do more, and increasing efficiency across your supply chain.

Our proven collaboration platform allows suppliers and partners from around the world — with varying levels of technologies, integration and volumes — to log in and interact through a single console. As your business expands, processes across your supplier network can be adjusted and customized to address disparate regional regulations and compliance requirements. Workflow automation with OneSCM makes it easier for your supply chain to do more today and change with the business tomorrow.
Flexible and Scalable Workflow Automation

Agility and scalability
As your business grows, easily include more suppliers with disparate technologies, automate additional workflows for scaled output, and improve visibility across your entire supply chain for a more agile and business-responsive network.

Customized workflows
Whether delivering shipments through 3PLs, outsourcing production to in-country manufacturers, or simply managing a globally-sourced supply chain, customized workflows by country and region can minimize errors, ensure compliance with local regulations, and improve efficiency across today’s complex networks.
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ABOUT TAKE SUPPLY CHAIN
For more than a decade, TAKE Supply Chain has been selected by leading companies across the globe for solutions that deliver increased accuracy, visibility and responsiveness across their supply chains. We offer robust collaboration and data collection solutions that leverage existing and emerging technology to support the increased challenges of expanding global supply chains. Together with our customers, we are regular recipients of supply chain industry awards for technology, value, and innovation.